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What's Inside?

04 - 09
PVC SHUTTER RANGE - INTERNAL

Alltone synthetic shutters are as smooth and
beautiful as they are durable. With a near
indestructible core Alltone synthetic PVC
shutters are capable of taking whatever your
busy lifestyle can dish up.

10 - 14
TIMBER SHUTTER RANGE - INTERNAL

Alltone timber shutters are manufactured
using quality imported shutters, which are
crafted from genuine timber mouldings. They
are stable, dense, much lighter than manmade materials and inherently smooth.

16 - 19
ALUMINUM SHUTTER RANGE - EXTERNAL

Alltone aluminium shutters are streamlined
and strong, a marriage of form and function.
Designed for internal and external applications,
Alltone aluminium shutter proportions are
based upon top of the range timber shutters.

NEW!
Plantation Shutter
Range - Internal

Alltone synthetic shutters are as
smooth and beautiful as they are
durable. With a near indestructible
core Alltone synthetic PVC
shutters are capable of taking
whatever your busy lifestyle can
dish up.
Alltone synthetic shutters are
advanced synthetic shutters
engineered specifically to cope
with moisture, heat and UV rays
without peeling, denting or
chipping. In short, Alltone synthetic
PVC shutters are the perfect allround lifestyle choice.
Presenting a sleek, high quality
appearance available in *five
fashion colours, Alltone synthetic
insulating qualities for regulating
noise, cold and heat are excellent.
There are also significant longevity
and environmental benefits of
quality synthetic material.
Synthetic PVC shutters are ideal
for kitchens, bathrooms, the
laundry and other wet areas where
narrower panels are suitable.

Ideal for all areas, especially wet areas such as Bathrooms, Laundry and Kitchen.
Ideal for Kitchens, Bathrooms, Laundry

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Smooth, Beautiful and Durable
Premium stands out as the best for its attractive appearance with the post painted 2 pack polyurethane
finish. Not only does this paint type offer a more attractive lustre with its 40% gloss and thick coating.
The paint is distinct because of it’s increased ability to protect the shutters, look fantastic for many
years to come, and it’s remarkable resistance to damage and chipping.
Aerofoil Blades

Aluminium Core

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Hand Painted

Water Resistant

For Durability

For Strength

Smooth Finish

Damage Proof

63 mm | 89 mm

2 Pack Water Based Polyurethane Paint

Snow White Dove White China White Soft Pearl
100
104
105
101

Cream
A01

Linen Wash Sisal
109
132

Oyster Shell
133

Custom colour selection from Dulux Colour Selector

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

All Around Lifestyle Choice
Project is our most popular PVC range that offers five standard colours in an elegant water based satin
finish that gives a more matte look. Project excels in the fact it is post painted after construction
offering a luxurious finished product that beautifully covers all edges and corners.

Aerofoil Blades

Aluminium Core

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Hand Painted

Water Resistant

For Durability

For Strength

Smooth Finish

Damage Proof

63 mm | 89 mm

Water Based Satin Finish

Snow White Dove White China White Soft Pearl
100
104
105
101

Cream
A01

Linen Wash
109

Custom colour selection from Dulux Colour Selector

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

For Busy Lifestyle
Our Prime product offers a competitive entry level PVC product that meets all of Alltone’s high
construction standards. Our Prime product is pre painted in our most popular colour White in a water
based Semi-gloss finish and available in the 89mm blade for simplicity for every day use.

Aerofoil Blades

89 mm

Aluminium Core

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Pre-Painted

Water Resistant

For Durability

For Strength

Clean Finish

Damage Proof

Pre-painted Water Based Finish

White

AUSTRALIAN
MADE

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Sleek, High Quality Appearance
Coolum is our proudly Australian made PVC option that offers our customers a fast turn around time
and is also for consumers who are seeking an Australian made product. Our Coolum product is pre
painted in our most popular colour White in a water based Semi-gloss finish and available in the
89mm blade and manufactured to the highest of standards.
Aerofoil Blades

89 mm

Water Resistant

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Australian Made

Water Resistant

Damage Proof

For Strength

Support Local

Long Lasting

Pre-painted Water Based Finish

White

NEW!
Plantation Shutter
Range - Internal

Alltone timber shutters are
manufactured using quality
imported shutters, which are
crafted from genuine timber
mouldings. They are stable, dense,
much lighter than man-made
materials and inherently smooth.
Alltone timber shutters are
laminated and kiln dried to
precisely control moisture levels.
Alltone timber shutters are tested
for the extremes of humidity,
temperature and accelerated
ageing to deliver a quality shutter
which is strong, durable and
extremely stable. They are
available in three blade sizes, *five
standard colours and eight
stunning stained and lacquered
tones.
You have the option to choose
your styling of a centre tilt rod,
offset tilt rod or a clearview
aluminium control bar. These may
be located on either the face or
hidden on the reverse side of the
panel.

Ideal for Large Windows & Wardrobes

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Stable and Durable Timber
Alltone Basswood shutters are both versatile, durable and light weight. Basswood comes with options
of either stained or painted finishes to complement any decor. Basswood is a hardwood timber that
offers stability and insulation due to it's detailed preparation and finish.

Aerofoil Blades

Natural Stains

47 mm | 63 mm
89 mm | 115 mm

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Lightweight

Strong & Durable

For Strength

Versatile

Reliable

Beautiful Finish

2 Pack Water Based Polyurethane Paint or Stained & Lacquered

Snow White Dove White China White Soft Pearl
100
104
105
101

Cream
A01

Blonde
F05

Aged Teak Mahogany
606
604

Antique Walnut

701

Rose
F01

Maple
602

Linen Wash Sisal
109
132

Oyster Shell
133

Custom colour selection from Dulux Colour Selector

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Wonderful, Natural Finish
Paulownia offers a light weight natural timber option. that has a high strength to weight ratio and is
inherently warp- resistant. Alltone offers the Paulownia range in a beautiful water based satin finish in
five standard colours. Paulownia is versatile for its ability to be made in many shapes and forms
therefore is perfect for any shutter application.
Aerofoil Blades

63 mm | 89 mm
115 mm

Natural Stains

Beautiful Finish

Superior Mortise & Tennon

Lightweight

Strong & Durable

For Strength

Versatile

Reliable

Water Based Satin Finish

Snow White Dove White China White Soft Pearl
100
104
105
101

Cream
A01

Linen Wash
109

Custom colour selection from Dulux Colour Selector

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Withstand The Test of Time
Western Red Cedar is our top of the range timber shutter option. Light weight, yet strong due to the
long fine grain which creates stability allowing your shutters to be manufactured in a wider span.
Cedars high oil content offers it natural protection from the elements and will last for many years to
come.
Aerofoil Blades

63 mm | 89 mm
115 mm

Natural Finish

Superior
Mortise & Tennon
3

Lightweight

Wide Panels

For Strength

Versatile

For Big Projects

Lacquered, Oiled or
Linewashed

2 Pack Water Based Polyurethane Paint and Lacquered, Oiled or
Lime Washed
Snow White Dove White China White Soft Pearl
100
104
105
101

Medium
802

Dark
803

Medium Oil
Finish 807

N01

N02

N03

Cream
A01

Linen Wash Sisal
109
132

Oyster Shell
133

Dark Oil
Finish 808

Custom colour selection from Dulux Colour Selector

Class &
Function
At Alltone, we have successfully
blended the values of traditional
craftsmanship and quality with
both modern style and specialist
service.
We see our shutters as a quality piece
of furniture that can enhance the space
and design of any room.
Our external shutters can create additional
living spaces and offer protection from the
weather and elements as well as creating
privacy.

Alltones website offers a glimpse
into our beatuful shutters as well as
who we are as a quality
manufacturer.
Visit www.alltoneshutters.com.au
for more details!

NEW!
Plantation Shutter
Range - External

Alltone aluminium shutters are
streamlined and strong, a marriage
of form and function. Designed for
internal and external applications,
Alltone aluminium shutter
proportions are based upon top of
the range timber shutters.
Lightweight and durable with
important differences which
include perfectly colour-matched
cast-aluminium end caps, 6080um high quality powder coating,
6063 aluminium tempered to T5,
engineered internal fluting and a
metal spring pin system to pivot
blades.
Alltone aluminium shutters never
discolour or warp. They have a
unique end caps and pivot system
which is central to security and
longevity and offers superior
strength.

Ideal for Door Openings, Windows, and as Room Dividers

Sliding, Bi-fold, Hinged, Bi-Hinged or Fixed

Marriage of Form and Function
Alltone aluminium shutters are streamlined and strong, a marriage of form and function. Designed for
internal and external applications, Alltone aluminium shutter proportions are based upon top of the
range timber shutters.

Aerofoil Blades

64 mm | 90 mm
115 mm

Insulating

Reduce Heat

3

Outdoors

Strong

Powdercoated

Alfresco

Durable

Fade Resistant

Powdercoated
White Gloss White Satin Birch White Silver Pearl Black Matt
(22% Gloss) (22% Gloss)

Surfmist

Ironstone

Medium
Cedar

Jarrah

Monument Shale Grey Classic
Cream

Dune

Paperbark Woodland Grey

ALLTONE ARE PROUD TO OFFER OUR
AUSTRALIAN MADE SHUTTER

"We are proud of our
production facility here on the
Sunshine Coast which is why we
aptly named the "Coolum" range to
reflect this. "
Now with 3 Australian Based Manufacturing Plants
on the Sunshine Coast and in Ballina
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